Another Company Selected Dubuque for a New Location

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dubuque, IA - Oregon-based Bright Wood Corporation announced plans to open a new facility in Dubuque beginning July 1, 2013. The company will hire 12-15 employees by mid-2014 and occupy 40,000 square feet of warehouse and assembly space at 1111 Purina Drive in Dubuque. At this facility, Bright Wood will be producing ready-to-assemble and sequenced molded pine window components to match the daily assembly needs of Eagle Window’s, a division of Andersen Corporation, Dubuque operation.

“As a critical supplier to Eagle Window, Bright Wood will serve as a key addition to our local economy,” said Mark Seckman, Vice President of National Marketing for Greater Dubuque Development.

Founded in 1960, Bright Wood is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of cut-to-size wood components and millwork. The company is family-owned and employs over 700 associates at their four locations in the United States and New Zealand.
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